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Talent, skill, and a passion to compete: These are the characteristics that define elite-level

swimmers. But as the sport’s best coaches know, even the most gifted of athletes won’t

develop these traits without a plan—one that recognizes talent, develops skills, and nurtures

success.Developing Swimmers is the only book to offer a comprehensive, long-term plan

beginning at an age-group level. Renowned coach Michael Brooks shares the insights, secrets,

and strategies that have transformed his athletes and swim teams from novice competitors to

distinguished champions.Developing Swimmers will show you how to-evaluate and identify

talent in even the youngest swimmers;-establish realistic yet challenging short- and long-term

goals for your athletes;-assess and refine strokes for greater power and efficiency;-improve

starts, turns, and finishes for faster times;-structure positive and productive practices for

swimmers and swim teams; and-foster your swimmers’ passion, bolster commitment, and instill

winning attitudes.From motivation to meet management to race-day tactics, Developing

Swimmers covers it all. It is the guide every coach should have on the shelf. With Developing

Swimmers, you will improve the performance of your swimmers—and your entire team.

“Coaches will find Developing Swimmers an invaluable resource in their efforts to evaluate

talent, define realistic goals, and establish performance measures. Use this guide to set a

successful plan for each swimmer.”Jim Schmutz -- Executive Director, American Sport

Education Program“In Developing Swimmers, Michael Brooks delivers more than two decades

of proven results with athletes. Coaches will use this book time and again to improve their

swimmers’ performances.”Chuck Batchelor -- Head Coach, Bluefish Swim Club--This text refers

to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorMichael Brooks is the

veteran of more than 20 years of year-round club, high school, summer league, and country

club swim coaching. He has worked with all levels, from novice to Olympic Trial athletes. He

coaches swimmers ages 8 to 18 so that he can keep the beginning, middle, and end of

swimmer development in mind at all times.Since October 2006 Brooks has been head coach of

the York YMCA swimming team in York, Pennsylvania. Before that, he spent two years as the

head age-group coach of the Brophy East swimming team in Phoenix, Arizona, and five years

as head coach of the York site of the North Baltimore Aquatic Club (Michael Phelps' home

club), where he worked with renowned coaches Murray Stephens and Bob Bowman.Brooks

was named both the state Age-Group Coach of the Year and the High School Coach of the

Year two times, as well as Coach of the Meet at the YMCA National Championships. His

swimmers have raced to well over 150 national top 16 and top 10 rankings, scores of Far

Western and zone championships, and hundreds of state championships in all events on the

program. Brooks resides in York, Pennsylvania.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.
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AcknowledgmentsAlbert Einstein is said to have quipped that he had only one original idea in

his life. That warning alone should make any author soberly consider the predecessors,

influences, and mentors who have contributed to his thoughts. I understand my debts, and they

are numerous. Because a complete listing would be longer than the book itself, I must confine

my acknowledgments to only a few of the major influences in my coaching.I never met several

of my most important mentors. Instead, I read and studied their books, thought about their

ideas, took what I liked, and tried to apply their lessons and wisdom to my coaching. I owe a

huge debt to John Wooden (UCLA men’s basketball) and James “Doc” Counsilman (Indiana

men’s swimming), both deceased, and to Anson Dorrance (UNC women’s soccer) and Keith

Bell (sport psychologist), both still practicing their crafts.I have also had the good fortune to

share a deck with three great coaches: Murray Stephens and Bob Bowman at the North

Baltimore Aquatic Club and Dennis Pursley at the Brophy East Swim Team in Phoenix. Most of

my current ideas took form during the years I spent with them.In the past few years, I have

been involved with a small group of coaches at the York YMCA who are dedicated to building

the best developmental swimming program ever. The help, advice, effort, and friendship of

Andy Steward, Janet Borowski, Sandy Zamalis, Nate Gentzler, and Clyde Vedder have been

invaluable in building a program, fashioning its principles, and writing about it.But any thoughts,

principles, or theories that inhabit a coach’s mind are tried and tested by the swimmers in the

water. It is cliché but true that any coach who is paying attention learns a lot more from his

swimmers than they do from him. So, to all of my swimmers past and present, thank you for

trying to teach me how to coach.

IntroductionEver since I started coaching, I have been obsessed with the idea of development.

How does an eight-year-old struggling to keep her head steady on backstroke become a

national-level athlete over the course of six or eight years? What is the best way to take a

swimmer from entry-level novice to national-level athlete, and what are the important steps

along the way? What skills or talents do the elite athletes have; how do I best teach these to

my age-group swimmers, and in what order should I teach them? How do I keep my swimmers

continually improving and motivated to train hard and swim fast for years on end? This book is

the fruit of struggling to find answers to these questions—in short, it is about developing

swimming talent.An obvious question arises: What do we mean by age-group swimming?

Coaches argue about precise definitions here and never come to an agreement. In the

absence of any consensus, I take the term to mean training programs for swimmers 14 years

old and younger. Though some late-starting swimmers may be categorized as age-groupers

when 15 or 16, most programs have their high school swimmers training in their senior

programs. And even though some strong females will be at the national level and doing senior-

level training by age 14, the large majority are still training and racing as age-groupers. Thus,

though there may be some overlap at the boundary of age-group and senior swimming, 14 is a

reasonable cutoff for discussing age-groupers.When we watch elite athletes on television,

competing at the Olympics, for example, we are rightfully impressed at their extraordinary

physical and mental abilities. We marvel at what they can do, but we rarely think about how

that phenomenal athleticism was developed. As viewers, we see only the last few minutes in a

long developmental process that spanned 8 or 10 years of daily practices.That long

developmental process is crucial: As the twig is bent, so it grows. The likelihood that athletes

will reach elite levels as seniors is much higher if they have participated in well-constructed

age-group developmental programs. Teaching stroke skills to older swimmers who missed out

on the early years of concentrated stroke development or building aerobic capacity in older



swimmers who missed the early years of aerobic training is possible. However, in both cases, it

is much more difficult and takes much longer. Swimmers who start late or who swim in poorly

constructed programs have fewer options when they are older, and they generally have lower

performance ceilings.Good coaching is crucial to building a solid age-group foundation, and

that fact is problematic. For better or worse, swimming is not a sport for the solitary; swimmers

train with teams under coaches who develop training programs, and the swimmers on any

team will largely be limited by the vision, aim, talent, and knowledge of the coaches who train

them. At most swimming clubs, the age-group coaches are novice coaches with little

experience. They may be enthusiastic, but they are not yet knowledgeable about coaching. The

former collegiate swimmers among them may know swimming but not necessarily how to

coach it. Coaching someone else to swim, especially hyperactive 10-year-olds, is very different

from swimming yourself.Unfortunately, the career path for most serious and ambitious young

club coaches perpetuates this problem of inexperience. They plan on paying their dues for a

few years, coaching age-groupers before they graduate to coaching seniors. By the time they

have learned their craft, they are no longer developing young swimmers. Every time an

experienced coach moves to the senior level, another novice coach comes in who will practice

being a coach on younger swimmers during their crucial developmental years. This book is

intended to accelerate the learning curve of these newer coaches to the benefit of the age-

group swimmers training under them.The most common sources of information about age-

group swimming are inadequate. Swimming knowledge is available at the click of a mouse over

the Internet. But the Internet has made everyone an expert, no matter how wise or foolish, and

as a result, cyberspace is awash in bad information. Further, information tends to be limited in

scope and scattered piecemeal across articles or Web sites based on conflicting assumptions

and with conflicting aims. Making music out of this cacophony is nearly impossible, in particular

for new coaches who cannot put each article or argument into context or properly evaluate

it.Much of the good information about swimming is not applicable. Most nationally known

coaches have trained and developed Olympians and world-record holders—elite senior athletes

—and most began coaching these athletes late in their development, guiding them the last few

steps to the summit. Talks or articles by these coaches discuss that short but important climb.

However, an age-group coach trying to teach a child to swim butterfly or train a talented 12-

year-old doesn’t need to know what Michael Phelps did when he was 22 and preparing to win

eight gold medals. The needs of an age-group swimmer and age-group coach are different

from those of the senior elite athlete and coach.The last comprehensive book on age-group

swimming, Coaching the Young Swimmer by Orjan Madsen, was published over 25 years ago

and was based primarily on Eastern European research. A lot has changed, and it is time to

incorporate what has been learned in the meantime. Further, Madsen seemed to assume an

ordered world rather than real life with all its messiness, where coaches have to deal with

inadequate pool time and space, kids getting caught between divorced parents, swimmers

involved in multiple extracurricular activities, and some kids who pay attention and work hard

and some who do not.There is a desperate need for a practical manual for developing age-

group swimmers—a book that is self-consistent, as simple as possible but no simpler, based

on sound principles, and tested by experience. This book offers conclusions reached after

much observation of my own and others’ swimmers, many discussions with successful age-

group and senior coaches across the United States, much reading and study, and years of

experimentation in attempting to construct the perfect age-group developmental program.

Realizing that what works with one situation or swimmer might not with another, I hope to be

generous with suggestions and guidelines but modest with inflexible rules.Part I explores



recognizing and developing swimming talent. The concept of talent is usually misunderstood

and equated with early success. I assume a more comprehensive idea of talent with many

components; for instance, a swimmer can have a talent for technique, for speed or endurance,

or for staying calm in stressful situations. All of these and more are necessary for high

performance, all are separable, and all can to an extent be taught by the coach and learned by

the swimmer. Skillful coaches have their eyes open all the time to discover what their kids do

well and to build on those little victories. By creating good programs, coaches can create talent

or at least uncover talent that had previously lain hidden.We aim to develop talent over the

course of a swimmer’s career. Long-term development is the overarching strategy, and the

coach must plan for years down the road. The ultimate goal is not speed right now but slow

and patient building of the skills and capacities necessary for swimmers to be great when their

bodies are mature. In this building process we take advantage of critical biological periods

when the athlete’s body is primed to make large gains relatively easily. We try to give kids what

they need when they need it—mentally, technically, and physiologically.Psychology is the

underpinning of this developmental program. Arete is an ancient Greek word for all-

encompassing excellence. This is what we are aiming to instill in our athletes. What is going on

inside the heads of your swimmers determines what their bodies will do. Coaches can create a

culture of excellence by setting properly high expectations and by ensuring that everything

agrees with this message of excellence. Continual goal setting produces continual

improvement. One of the secrets of great teams is that excellence, improvement, and mastery

of skills are a lot more fun than mindless mediocrity, even for a 10-year-old.Part II covers

assessment and refinement of stroke technique. For most swimmers, the great obstacle to high

performance is efficiency (technique) in the water. Though improving technique should be a

main focus for swimmers at any step in the progression, the 10-and-under years are dominated

by stroke technique work. For technique work to be effective, coaches must know what to

teach. They must have models for each of the four competitive strokes while allowing for

differences in how swimmers are built and for different combinations of strengths and

weaknesses. Next, since it is one thing to know what a stroke should look like and quite

another to get kids to look that way, the book examines how to teach technique so that the

lessons stick from one day to the next and from practice to meet. Finally, the four strokes and

the starts and turns are broken into fundamentals that can be taught to swimmers of any

age.Part III examines training and preparing swimmers to be their best. Training builds the

physiological engine to power high performance. Age-group training emphasizes distance-base

and individual medley training. Young children are facile at learning stroke skills, and their

bodies are aerobic sponges, able to make huge gains with the right sort of training sets. The

gains made in these developmental years will serve as the foundation for their senior

swimming to come. Dryland training supplements water training to build basic strength, crucial

flexibilities, and general athleticism. With the gradual demise of physical education in schools,

more and more dryland training may be needed to make up for physical deficits in

swimmers.The basic goal of training is continual improvement. This is a tremendous challenge

for both coach and swimmer. To get the most benefit from everything we do, we plan, monitor,

and evaluate daily practices as well as the order and flow of practices throughout a week or

season. We discuss how coaches steer a course and how they can keep their hands on the

tiller so that their swimmers head in the right direction.Supportive parents make the challenge

of ensuring swimmers’ continual development much easier. We discuss how to get the right

families into the program and how to educate and communicate so that they stay supportive

and remain in the program.Part IV explores how to develop the competitive edge. It is



frustrating for swimmers, coaches, and parents if athletes work hard and make progress in

training, then get to a meet and fall flat. Unfortunately, most swimmers race inconsistently.

Adopting proper racing attitudes can help swimmers overcome many of the challenges to

consistent excellence. Further, physical and mental preparation for competitions take some of

the chance out of racing and allow swimmers to use all they have. Finally, we discuss how

coaches can systematize their meet scheduling and event choices to help swimmers improve

more consistently.I have been blessed in being able to coach for a living, which means that I

get to work with a group of kids and watch them grow up before my eyes (and steer them in

productive directions). Young swimmers drink in the lessons you try to teach them, just as their

bodies are drinking in the training you give them, and the tremendous effect coaches can have

on their charges is obvious from one season to the next. The time on the pool deck is easily

the best part of the day. It is certainly satisfying to see a swimmer that you coached from the

cradle make it to the national level. But it is just as satisfying to see the day-to-day

improvement and growth in a group of kids and to imagine the mighty oaks that these little

acorns can become.

 PART IRecognizing and Developing Talent

CHAPTER 1Recognizing Swimming TalentIn thinking about talent, the starting point for just

about every club coach is not a scientifically chosen group of seven-year-old children with

exceptional motor skills and drive to excel but a disparate group with kids of varying sizes,

ages, skill levels, fitness levels, and levels of interest and motivation. Some come to practice

every day and are focused on swimming; others attend only a couple of times a week and

participate in several different activities. Some do things right all the time; others only when the

coach is standing over them nagging. Some are beautiful and easy in the water; others look

like they are having convulsions. Some will gladly work themselves to exhaustion; others rarely

get their heart rates north of 70 beats per minute. The daily process of talent development isn’t

a pretty, perfect laboratory world but rather a messy, imperfect world that coaches must make

the best of.My perspective as a coach conditions my thoughts on talent and talent

development. Every day I am confronted with a group of kids and expected to do something

with them. In order for me to do my job well, I must be attuned to as many kinds of talent in as

many kids as I possibly can. Although I might wish every swimmer who walks on my pool deck

to be genetically gifted and to have parents who are tall, coordinated, elite athletes, I have no

control over what they come in with. My emphasis is on the factors that can change, not on

those that cannot; I aim to improve my swimmers’ fitness, technique, and competitive mentality.

I attempt to maximize my swimmers' performance by constructing a program that develops

what they have and brings out their potential.A coach must assume that there are talents in the

pool and that his job is to find and develop them. He must keep his eyes open for talent to

show up in unlikely places. A seemingly unpromising swimmer may suddenly stretch out her

stroke and achieve a long and beautiful body line, a nondescript racer may finally put his head

down for the last 20 meters to win a relay, or a previously unmotivated swimmer may come

alive and race her guts out in a 30-minute straight swim. These are the little sparkles of

diamond amid the dirt and rocks, the glimpses of perfection that reveal something promising to

build upon.Having a broad view of talent helps more than just the coach. Pointing out the little

daily excellences builds swimmers’ confidence, feelings of competency, and motivation.

Children like to do things they are good at and things they are able to improve upon, but they

often aren’t sure of their excellence until a coach tells them. When coaches define success



correctly—not as winning but as getting better—every child can be on a long road to

developing his talents.Problems With Talent DiscussionsCommon discussions of talent are

often dissatisfying. When quizzed about talent, many coaches respond that a talented

swimmer is one who has good feel for the water, looks easy in it, is quick to learn new skills,

and has good distance per stroke (meaning that when she pulls, her body moves forward a

long way). Swimmers with this feel are rare and can be spotted instantly; their talent is on the

surface. In this view, talent is confined to a physical gift, and more specifically, a neurological

one.Being easy and efficient in the water is important. Most coaches spend a lot of practice

time trying to make their swimmers look beautiful, and I admit to saying a little prayer of

thanksgiving when a new swimmer has great feel from the start. But we’re not aiming at

swimmers who are beautiful but slow, or who are beautiful but not interested in coming to

practice and working hard. Beauty is necessary but not sufficient.Other popular views of talent

seem at best meaningless and at worst offensive. Talent is often equated with being fast. But

simply defining fast people as talented begs the question of what talent really is. Worse, by

calling any great performance the simple result of talent, we don’t even try to understand how

athletes become great. Instead, we just assume that fast now means fast forever, that slow now

means slow forever, and that a swimmer has no hope without the right genes. Worst of all,

talent is often used to rob great athletes of the credit for their accomplishments and the choices

that created those accomplishments, including years of hard work, long and grueling practices,

gradual refinement of technique, improvement of physical capacities, and excelling under

enormous pressure. If great athletes are simply given their gifts, then they are not responsible

for their successes, and their excellences are not true benchmarks by which the rest of us can

evaluate ourselves.By calling any great performance the simple result of talent, we don’t even

try to understand how athletes become great.Talent is often spoken of as a single quality that a

person either has or doesn’t have and that determines who will be successful and who will not.

This distinction is often made when children are still young, and it is usually made on the basis

of current performance levels. A fast 10-year-old is seen as talented and doted upon, while a

slow 10-year-old is seen as untalented and not encouraged. This is highly problematic. The

swimming world is littered with kids who were superstars when they were 10 or 12 but left the

sport by 14 or 16. Conversely, there are many stories of kids who were plodders when young

but who persevered and kept improving until they ended up at nationals.Quite often, the fastest

young kids are those who are early developers biologically. They are bigger and stronger than

the rest of the kids their age, and they succeed because of that initial but temporary physical

advantage. When their advantage disappears, usually between the ages of 14 and 16 as the

late bloomers catch up, success is much harder attained, and they often stop enjoying the

sport they no longer dominate. A swimming career is a marathon, not a sprint, and staying

power is rewarded over a quick start. But if those who were slower off the mark leave the sport

because they were considered hopeless, they aren’t around to finish strong.A swimming career

is a marathon, not a sprint, and staying power is rewarded over a quick start.Talent predictions

are usually wrong. Anyone who has paid attention to the annual drafts for professional sport

leagues knows how unscientific and uncertain the process of trying to predict success is. This

is the case even when billions of dollars hang in the balance, when scouts and general

managers have mounds of data and videotape for each prospect, and when the athletes being

evaluated are much older and closer to the next level than those we are discussing. How much

more uncertainty is there when the athletes in question are 10 years old? We would be more

often wrong than not, to the detriment of those kids selected for future greatness who do not

pan out and of those rejected as having no potential. Because we cannot see into the future,



we had better give the kids we work with the benefit of the doubt, and we had better use a big

dragnet when trawling for talent.A New Vision of TalentIn this book, we use the word talent

broadly, comprehensively, pragmatically, concretely, and usually in the plural: talents. Certain

skills, qualities, behaviors, habits, abilities, and attitudes that lead to success in swimming are

talents. No one talent will make a swimmer a champion; conversely, there is no one talent

whose relative lack will prevent a swimmer from becoming a champion. Just as no swimmer

has every talent, no swimmer has none of them. Coaches can teach these talents, or at least

most of them, and swimmers can develop them. These talents fall into three groups:

psychological qualities or skills, physical qualities or capacities, and anatomical

characteristics.Psychological QualitiesMost people don’t think of psychological qualities or

skills as talents, especially not in an obviously physical sport such as swimming. Swimming is

about getting from here to there faster than anyone else. However, the mind plays a great part

in deciding how fast an athlete will swim. For instance, without toughness an athlete backs off

when he starts to hurt or when put under pressure and thus chooses not to use his more

physical capacities. Without persistence, an athlete will give up when he isn’t instantly

successful and again will not put in the time to develop his physical skills. These psychological

skills provide the foundation for long-term development of the more physical talents, and they

have as great an effect on an athlete’s performance as aerobic capacity, stroke efficiency, or

height. A mantra in our program is, “You’ve got to think like a champion before you can swim

like one.”You’ve got to think like a champion before you can swim like one.Drive to succeed.

Driven kids have a fire in the belly to be great. There is a close connection here with self-

confidence—they think they can be great, and they want to be. They set high standards for

themselves.Competitiveness. Competitive kids want to race and win at whatever they’re doing,

be it eating dinner, raking leaves, or swimming a set of 200 individual medleys (IMs). They hate

to lose, and they will often ignore important considerations such as wise pacing or proper

technique. These swimmers show up on race day; they are racers.Focus. Focused kids have a

laser-beam attention to what they are doing, and they are not easily distracted. Most kids are

more limited by their inability to pay attention than they are by physical deficiencies.Self-

confidence. Confident swimmers expect to succeed. They have a positive attitude about their

abilities, and they relish challenges where the results are in doubt because they enjoy proving

themselves.Self-reliance. Self-reliant swimmers don’t need their parents or coaches to walk

them to the blocks. They pack their own swim bags. They figure out when they need to warm

up for their races. They don’t wait for things to be done for them; they take responsibility for

their own success.Poise. Swimmers with poise remain unruffled under championship pressure,

and the more important the meet, the faster they swim. They have access to all their physical

capacities when it matters most; the mind does not get in the body’s way. Poised swimmers can

read themselves correctly, putting themselves in the right frame of mind to succeed.Toughness

and persistence. Tough and persistent kids will not back off when under pressure or hurt, and

they are willing to repeat a task after failing until it is mastered or until a goal is achieved.

Psychological limits are brought closer to physiological limits; in most kids, these are far

apart.Work ethic. Swimmers with a good work ethic love to work hard. They would rather die

than miss a practice. Consistent hard work often reveals other kinds of talent.Coachability.

Coachable swimmers trust the coach; they will make the changes a coach asks them to make.

This requires an honest look at strengths and weaknesses and a willingness to fix problem

areas. There is nothing more frustrating for a coach than working with swimmers who make the

same mistakes at 16 that they made at 12. The underlying problem is more radical than just

having bad turns or choppy strokes.Courage. Though obviously related to self-confidence,



poise, and other psychological talents, courage deserves its own place at the table. A

courageous swimmer can overcome the fear of pain, failure, and success.These psychological

skills can be practiced and improved, often concurrently with the physical improvements. By

creating conditions that require certain psychological skills, coaches can give swimmers the

opportunity to practice them. Toughness, for example, can be instilled by tiring out the

swimmers and then ensuring that they finish strong on every set, no matter what. Persistent

swimmers are created by not letting them quit on a skill that they are having difficulty mastering

and by emphasizing the importance of doing the skill until it is perfected. By continually talking

about these talents, highlighting swimmers who exhibit them, and linking mental attributes with

swimming performance, coaches show athletes the importance of championship

thinking.Physical QualitiesThis group of talents accounts for the swimmer’s physiological

engine, its efficiency, and its intelligent use. These qualities are what most people think of

when they hear the term swimming talent.Feel for the water. This is kinesthetic sensitivity, in

particular on the propelling surfaces of the hands, arms, and feet. Good feel produces long,

smooth, efficient strokes. Swimmers with feel can do a new skill or change an old one on the

first or second try, and they can keep doing it correctly. They intuitively understand how their

bodies work in the water, and they can feel the difference between what works and what

doesn’t. At base, this is neuromuscular coordination and control.Recoverability. Swimmers who

can recover quickly from one practice to another can work hard more consistently than the

rest, and as a result, they get more benefits from training. A good aerobic base helps

here.Endurance. Age-group swimming training is founded on endurance. Being able to

maintain good speeds for long periods of time is crucial. Long-course swimming relies on

endurance more than short course, and longer races rely on it more than short ones.Speed.

We want to swim fast, we want to train fast, and we want to race fast. Fast, of course, is

relative: Different races and strokes demand different amounts of endurance and speed, but all

swimming speed depends on power and coordination more than on simple brute

strength.Pacing. We want swimmers with a precise sense of pace who can allocate their

resources for a race. This is the difference between the kids who fry and die, meaning those

who go out fast and fade badly, and the Sammy save-ups, or those who have too much energy

left at the end. This talent is allied with the ancient moral virtue of prudence: knowing how best

to reach the goal. It requires self-control, which means that both physiology and psychology

are important.Health. Swimmers who are sick or injured all the time cannot train consistently

and have trouble improving.Anatomical CharacteristicsCertain sports give advantages to

certain body types. An elite basketball center is not going to be an elite gymnast, and a

wrestler is not built to be a diver. As swimmers move from one level to the next, the body types

approach an ideal for the sport, and as a result, there is less variety at the Olympics than at a

local dual meet. That said, the ideal swimming body changes slightly according to who is

dominating the swimming world at the time. Before Michael Phelps came along, short legs

were not seen as a virtue, but after his success, a hundred arguments arose for why short legs

and a long torso were ideal.Swimmer’s body. A coach’s wish list would include swimmers who

are lean, strong, and tall—long arms, long torsos, big hands and feet, wide shoulders, and

slender hips are ideal. This talent encompasses the size of the body and its parts as well as

their proportions: the swimmer’s conformation. This does not mean that a swimmer not born to

this ideal cannot be successful, and distance legend Janet Evans correctly stated, “I can swim

fast even if I am little.” But it is nonetheless true that having the ideal body for swimming helps.

This talent is complicated with age-group swimmers since their bodies and proportions are

changing as they go through puberty.Flexibilities. Flexible swimmers have optimal ranges of



motions in the key swimming joints, especially the shoulders, back, ankles, knees, and hips.

Often children are not uniformly flexible or inflexible; there can be big differences from one joint

to another. Also, ranges of motion change as children grow because bones, muscles,

ligaments, and cartilage do not grow in tandem and at the same rates.Talent ProfileThe

preceding lists are not meant to be exhaustive. Further, many of these talents share

components, complement one another, and blend on their fringes. On the whole, however, the

proffered list is simple and can serve as a useful guideline for evaluating young athletes. A

simple bar graph can be used to view a swimmer’s talents at a glance. The various talents are

listed down the side, and they are scored horizontally from 1 to 10. A score of 1 means that the

swimmer at this moment has almost none of this particular talent, while a 10 means that the

swimmer has ample talent. Most swimmers do not score 10s because almost everyone has

room to improve.The talent profiles shown in figure 1.1 highlight the fact that nobody has the

complete package. Both of these swimmers are nationally ranked 11- to 12-year-olds that are

strong at all four strokes. Swimmer A shows exceptional drive, competitiveness, endurance,

and pacing but has relatively poor feel for the water, coachability, and speed. Swimmer B

scores well in feel for the water, flexibilities, and coachability. Even excellent athletes have

weaknesses, but weaknesses in one area can be mitigated by strengths in others. The higher

on the ladder of performance swimmers climb, the fewer weaknesses they can afford. Lower on

the ladder (for instance, at the local or state level) or at younger ages, swimmers can hide

many weaknesses if they have one or two skills that are comparably outstanding, if they work

hard, or if they are big and strong.FIGURE 1.1 � � � �Talent profile for two nationally ranked age-group 

swimmers.In attempting to comprehend a swimmer with a bar graph, we are not trying to be

scientifically exact but to gain a picture of relative strengths and weaknesses. No two coaches

would score a single swimmer identically; one coach’s score of 10 might be another’s 8.

Scoring partially depends on a coach’s experience and expectations. Scores are arbitrary to

some extent, but so long as they are consistent, that is acceptable. Again, you are looking for a

profile that helps you see a swimmer’s talents at a glance.Also remember that no two

swimmers are identical, not even Olympic gold medalists. There are many paths to the top of

the podium, even in the same event. For several years Michael Phelps and Ian Crocker

dominated the 100-meter butterfly, but they were very different swimmers. Physiologically,

Crocker had tremendous speed that Phelps lacked, while Phelps had better endurance for the

close of races. Psychologically, Phelps was hypercompetitive and relish the pressure and the

limelight of being at the top more than Crocker. Anatomically, they were built differently, though

both were tall and lean. Technically, Crocker’s stroke was better suited to the sprint fly, Phelps’

to the 200-meter event.There are many paths to the top of the podium, even in the same

event.Though all the talents are desirable and necessary, they are not always complementary.

For example, swimmers with extraordinary range of motion in their shoulders can be more

susceptible to shoulder injuries. A common situation with young boys is that they can be

hypercompetitive swimmers who want to win every repeat and refuse to slow down and work

on improving stroke technique because going slower would mean losing, and losing is

unacceptable. Convincing them that one step backward at this moment will result in several

steps forward later if they become more efficient is a hard sell, and a coach must be careful not

to coach one virtue (competitiveness) out of a swimmer in order to get another one

(beauty).Children and adolescents are notoriously inconsistent. They will not consistently

demonstrate the talents they seem to have, and they may not be interested in consistently

developing their strengths or improving their weaknesses. Kids have their own priorities and

make their own distinctions, and these are often hidden from parents and coaches. A swimmer



who shows great poise at a big meet one weekend will have a meltdown a month later for no

apparent reason. A swimmer who races her guts out in one race will seemingly not even try in

another. This is frustrating for the coach, the parent, and often the swimmer as well. Plumbing

the depths of these inconsistencies and trying to discover the rationale behind them—in other

words, trying to find the psychological key to the swimmer—is an important part of the art of

coaching.Talent and PlasticityThe previous list of talents and the talent profile derived from it

highlight the crucial idea that talent is not a single all-determining quality but rather several

discrete qualities, each of which contributes to success. However, a bar graph can be

misleading because it shows a snapshot of talents at a particular time and masks the

importance of change, improvement, and development of talent. Talents are plastic, or capable

of change, though to varying extents.At one end of the spectrum are talents such as height,

arm length, and hand size. These characteristics are set by our genes, and we cannot do much

to change or improve them. Somewhat more plastic, speed is still difficult to improve; some

kids are naturally fast, and others are not. This is primarily a function of the proportion of fast-

twitch to slow-twitch muscle fibers in key muscle groups. In swimming, speed is probably also

neurological; a complicated coordination of all the body parts is necessary. At the other end of

the spectrum, endurance is capable of much improvement. Here again the proportion of fast- to

slow-twitch muscle fibers plays an important role, but aerobic training can turn a weak

swimmer into a strong one in a season or two. In a few years it can take a hard-working

swimmer to nationals in the distance events.More difficult to locate on the spectrum are the

psychological talents. A swimmer can become more competitive or self-confident when placed

in the right environment, but temperament and personality matter, too. One child is

adventurous, afraid of nothing and looking for challenges; another is timid, sticking to routine

and only trying things she knows she will succeed at. These differences affect a child’s

swimming in a thousand ways every day. Some swimmers will have a psychological profile that

is naturally advantageous to swimming success, and others will not.Some talents are more

plastic at certain stages of a child’s biological development. In brief, certain physical capacities

are capable of large improvements when bodies are placed under the right kinds and loads of

stresses at the right time in their development. For example, young swimmers aged 7 to 10 can

make huge improvements in their technique, improvements that are much harder to come by if

a child starts swimming as a teenager. Girls aged 11 to 13 and boys aged 12 to 15 can

improve their aerobic capacities dramatically with the right kind of training. This aerobic

foundation is crucial for their success as seniors; without it, swimmers place a lower ceiling on

their future performance levels. Thus, what swimmers do in a training program is important.

The right kinds of work in the right amounts, and at the right times, can slingshot their

development.Some talents are more plastic for some children than for others. The same

training will result in huge gains for some swimmers and small gains for others. This can result

from swimmers being at different places in their biological development, using varying levels of

effort or attention, and having different temperaments or personalities. Frequently a genetic

basis will account for these differences.Some talents come naturally to some children. One

swimmer dives into the pool for the first time and looks long, beautiful, and easy; another looks

short, choppy, ugly, and inefficient even after years of technique work. One swimmer will be

able to swim fast seemingly forever; another will be exhausted after a 50 or 100. Some children

have a facility for a talent; others have to work a lot harder to reach the same levels, if they ever

do. Anyone who has ever spent hours trying to solve math problems that the class genius

figured out in seconds understands this situation. It is not fair—but it is life, and it is

swimming.Talent and DevelopmentWhen you watch a 10-year-old swim, it's appropriate to



predict where you think she can be at 16 or 18. If a young swimmer is fast, the immediate

question is why.What makes her better than the others right now? What do you see now that

can develop into something special later? Will these advantages last? Do these advantages

mask other weaknesses that will slow her progression later? Are you being careful to help her

develop the tools for national success later on, or are you content with her local success right

now?When age-groupers swim, do not be overly concerned with their current performance

levels, whether high or low. Instead, focus on talents over time, aiming at sustained

improvement. Plot your swimmers’ improvement curves and note the slopes of those curves.

Are they getting better and faster from meet to meet? What aspects of their races are

improving to cause the time drops? Do they make reasonably sized jumps, or do they only

improve .01 second in occasional increments? Are they improving across the board in all

strokes and distances, or is their improvement scattered? Where were they a year ago, and

where will they be a year from now?The idea of training is not to just take what we are given

but to develop what we are given and get much better.The reason for focusing on the long term

is that the present does not tell us much. You cannot tell what is going to happen to a young

swimmer by seeing where she is at age 10, no matter how fast she may be. A 10-year-old

phenom may be fast relative to his age group, but compared with competent senior swimmers,

he probably is not fast. Biological and psychological maturity are necessary for international-

level performance. Having a talent gives an athlete an obvious advantage, but the crucial

question is, what will he do with that advantage? Even a child with a genetic predisposition to a

phenomenal aerobic capacity, for example, will not become a great distance swimmer without

consistent, long-term aerobic training. A knack is nothing without building the skills that you

have a knack for. It takes time for a good young swimmer to become a good senior swimmer,

for that early glimpse of talent to be realized in high performance. A swimmer needs the

various talents and a long time to develop them fully. The idea of training is not to just take

what we are given but to develop what we are given and get much better.Talent and

EnvironmentTalents are for naught if they are not discovered and then placed in a nurturing

environment to develop over the long term. A child does not develop the various swimming

talents in a vacuum. In this respect, what happens at home is just as important as what

happens at the pool. Parents, coaches, and swimming programs are all crucial to developing a

swimmer’s talents, and all three must dovetail.Parents Matter
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Nicole Petricola, “Perfect for age group Y or USA. I struggled finding a book that focused on the

age group level instead of college and olympic level. This book is awesome and gave me so

many great ideas for training, admin, and coaching. There are a lot of things I've applied to our

team, and the content is relatable for my swimmers of all ages and levels. Great read!”

Tom Johnson, “Great Swim Book by Excellent Seller. This is an excellent book for swim

coaches. Lots of ways to improve young swimmers. The seller of this book is exceptionally

responsible. Right before sending this book he noticed some yellow high lighting. We were

immediately notified and and the book was discounted. I look forward to dealing with this seller

in the near future.”

Julie P., “Great resource book for swimmers as well as coaches. This book is a great resource

book for swimmers as well as coaches. It is very well-written and easily understood, with many

pictures included throughout.It includes sections on stroke-specific technique, drills, how to

race certain events, stretching, and even the psychological aspects of swimming. Highly

recommend this book for coaches and swimmers alike.”

lemonkawitz, “Great Information. Very good book for coaches. It is a great place to start for

beginning coaches and gives good ideas for those who have been coaching for years.”

Powells nursery llc, “AMAZING!. I absolutely LOVED this book!! Great insight on the ins and

outs of everything from parents to workout types to stroke detailing!! I have read it over and

over!”

Dr. B, “Well Written. The book is well written and easy to read. Makes a lot of sense too. Great

purchase for parents new to swimming.”

Brad, “Brilliant resource for the Age Group coach. 5 Stars,... a great read and covers age group

coaching from all angles, motivation, parents, race tactics, technique and best of all the author

conveys his wealth coaching experiences. Recommend for all coaching levels specifically the

junior coach and anyone just starting out in their coaching career.”

victor rizzo, “Must buy for parents or swimmers. Parents, if you are new to the sport or wonder

why coaches do the things they do this is tool for you. This book explains the process/journey

you and your child will experience.Great book!”

AllieKat, “Opens your mind to the coaching role.. I am about to start coaching a junior squad,

coming from a teaching background, and I have found this book really helpful. It's well written,

easy to follow and thoroughly covers everything involved in the coach's role.”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Excellent”

Gordon Hughes, “Helps every parent find their way.. A great book for all swimming parents.”

Amanda23, “Excellent book. Very interesting and informative book, whether you are involved

with training young swimmers, or have a young swimmer yourself. Benefits from reading from

cover to cover, but also easy to dip into re: training programmes.”

A.Simmons, “Five Stars. Great”

The book by Michael Brooks has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 52 people have provided feedback.
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